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Bai News 
 

Shht! We are shooting… 

We had some special visitors in September and October. It is a rare 
occasion when we can welcome a film crew at our platform but this 
time we had two crews visiting us.  
 
The first film crew was from the BBC and they were here to film an 
episode of ‘Natural World’. Vianet Djenguet is a BBC camera man and 
for this documentary he himself was being filmed while going back to 
his roots, the Congo.  The second crew came from Dublin. Dublin zoo 
has been our donor for a couple of years and they have their own 
reality show. For a special episode in the upcoming season Helen 

Clarke, Team Leader African Plains, was followed by a camera crew while visiting us and Mondika (a 
research site inside the national park with two habituated gorilla groups).  
 
No need to explain that both visits caused some 
excitement in our research team. None of us had 
ever been on camera before and the experience 
was quite exhilarating. If you happen to see one or 
both episodes, forgive us for looking sweaty and 
flustered.  
 

 
 
(The Dublin Zoo episode is scheduled to air in 
Ireland in February 2016, later in the year for other 
countries and the Natural World documentary is 
scheduled for spring 2016. We’ll keep you posted 
on our blog on exact dates.)  

Mbeli & Dublin zoo crew (left)/ BBC crew (above) 

Ashley: November 2nd, 2015 born to Alice  
Ebobo: October 7th, 2015 born to Esende in Poko’s group 

Mouche: October 29th, 2015 born to Meg (Died November, 11th) 

Newborns 
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Mouche Ashley 



Gypsy’s choice 
 
We’ve already mentioned on our blog how Buster, our self-
habituated gorilla, has now one female, Gypsy.  She didn’t 
make it easy for him though; the male might be the leader of 
the group but it is the female that will choose the male.  
Since November 2007, when we saw her first, Gypsy has 
been with Stockwell and at first she wasn’t willing to transfer 

to Buster. The first time we saw her 
with him was in June 2015 and 
Buster was at that time quite 
aggressively looking for females. In 
the bai we could see him chasing 
other groups and quite often he came in with new injuries, like on that first visit 
with Gypsy. We also noticed that Stockwell had a few new wounds so we 
suspected that Gypsy’s transfer was not voluntary. And we got convinced of that 
when next time we saw them; Buster, with a few extra scratches, was on his own 
again and Gypsy was back with Stockwell.  
 
But Gypsy must have seen something in Buster (or realized that Stockwell might 
no longer be able to protect her & her future children) because in September 
2015 she, what looked like willingly, moved back to Buster and is now, five 
months later, still with him.  
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Clash of the Titans 
 
 
As mentioned before, the main reason for elephants to visit the 
bai is to dig for minerals in one of the pools. The big pool in the 
middle is coveted by all but mostly by males. A lot of the females 
tend to avoid that pool and use one of the two others, where the 
water level is lower (which suits their children better) and the 
males come less often.  
The males however will actively defend that pool and their spot 
against others. To be fair, most often they do tolerate one another 
or the interactions are very minor; subtle signs from a dominant 
male are often enough for a submissive male to give away his 
place.  
 
Not on November, the 14th though. When Walter entered the bai, 
there were already six elephants in the pool. Walter is older than 
50 years and from the absence of his right eye and the presence 
of his many scars it is clear that he used to be a dominant male, 
or at least a fighter. We generally know him as a docile man. 
However, this day he tried to assert himself as the dominant male 
from the moment he entered the pool. He started with displacing 
Martin, a younger adult male, and continued by turning towards 
Diablo, an adult male who is about his age, and trying to displace 
him. But that was not to Diablo’s liking; he immediately 
approached Walter as well and what followed was a short but 
intense fight. The males locked tusks and tried to push one 
another down and away. In the end it was Walter who lost and left 
the bai. He had only spent four minutes in the pool and, 
unfortunately for him, none of that time was spent on digging for 
minerals.  

Gypsy with Goblin, the child she left behind 
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…Welcome Nausica De Gibert 

 
Nausica arrived at the project mid-September 2015 and is our current 
volunteer research assistant. She has a bachelor in Biology from the 
University of Barcelona and gained previous field experience by working for 
the Proyecto Primates in Ecuador. There she followed a group of spider 
monkeys and studied their behaviour and demographics. She’ll help us out 
with the daily data collection and, once she easily recognizes individuals, will 
be a huge help with the individual identification of the animals and recording 
their behaviour. 
 

…Welcome Gracia Dorielle Ngohouani  & Jesse Milandou 

Gracia joined the project in September 2015 as a research assistant. She graduated 
from the Marien Ngouabi University (Brazzaville) in July 2015 with a bachelor in rural 
development. Working for MBS is her first professional experience and with us she will 
not only learn how to identify certain species but also how, with collecting certain data, 
you can answer research questions.  
 

 
 
Jesse is a student at the Marien Ngouabi University. He joined us for three months in 
order to collect data for his bachelor thesis. He is keeping a close eye on our 
sitatungas and will analyze their activity budget and see whether that is influenced by 
certain factors (e.g. temperature & humidity).  
 
 

…Say goodbye to Davy Ekouoth 

Davy already left the site in August but his transfer became official in October. He will 
now be helping out Forest Hogg, another researcher from the Wildlife Conservation 
Society, with the monitoring of three other bais in the Nouabalé-Ndoki National Park 
and the individual identification of the elephants that visit those bais. We wish him all 
the best! 

Our research team, like in our gorilla groups, has known quite a few transfers in and out. These last 
couple of months were no different, we are dynamic. This time we… 

We thank all our donors for their support 



…Wish Vidrige Kandza good luck! 

Vidrige has been a research assistant for MBS since 2011. Through the years he 
gained a lot of experience in the forest and he loved to share his knowledge and skills 
with newcomers. Vidrige could talk for hours about the things he was passionate about 
and thaught a lot of people, among other things, how to collect data on plant phenology 
(the study on periodic plant life cycle events). On the other hand, he was also always 
very keen to learn (new) things. He would stay in the office long into the night to 
improve his English or hone his computer skills. The least you can say about him is 
that he is very motivated.  
 

He was also a bit of our protector; during the night he was usually the first to hear Bart, our camp elephant 
(see newsletter n°2), and try and chase him off. Without Vidrige Bart would have been able to sneak into 
camp a lot more (he could be really quiet when he wanted to).   
 
Vidrige got the opportunity to start a master project as a collaboration 
between the Marien Ngouabi University (Brazzaville, Congo) and the Max 
Planck Institute (Leipzig, Germany). He will collect data on what type of 
food indigenous children in the north of the Republic of Congo collect and 
how this influences their growth.  
 
We wouldn’t want Vidrige to miss this opportunity for anything in the world 
but we will truly miss him, his positive attitude and forest skills. Vidrige, 
bokenda malamo!!! (‘Good journey’ in Lingala) 
 
 

 

Research News 

Pictures of the month 

 

 

Oct 2015 - Lee & Layla (R)  
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With Earnest in the background 

Dec 2015 - Peekaboo  

Nov 2015 - Trinity (L) & Patrick  



In newsletter n°4 we told the story of a sitatunga birth and how we 
had never seen this before. And guess what? We have been 
fortunate enough to see it not once but twice more! Both Meg and 
Alice gave birth to a calf in the middle of the day and in the middle 
of the bai. It seems to be a new trend.  
 
Meg, one of our most successful sitatunga mothers, gave birth to 
Mouche on the 29th of October at 14:15 after what seemed to be 
difficult labour. It took about 1,5 hours for Mouche to completely 
emerge and drop on the ground.  
 

 
Alice was more fortunate; she gave birth to Ashley on the 2nd of 
November at 10:57 and there were only 30 minutes between the 
first observation of her feet and the birth itself. A possible 
explanation for this difference could be that Mouche was a bigger 
calf than Ashley.  
 

 
 
 
 
As it goes with new babies, they were quite wobbly when trying to 
stand up for the first time. But sitatungas are prey species and it is 
very important for the calves to gain balance as fast as possible; 
both Ashley and Mouche were stable on their feet after only a few 
minutes.  
 
 
 
 

 
Both moms spend a considerable amount of time grooming their 
new calves. When we left the bai they were still grooming them. 
 
 
 

 
 
Unfortunately, upon writing this story we already have to report 
that Mouche did not survive. He died in the bai on November 11th. 
We don’t know exactly the cause of the death, only that one 
minute Mouche was hopping back to his mother and the next 
minute fell out of view and never got up again (we suspect it might 
have been a crocodile or python). Ashley on the other hand is 
thriving and Alice is taking very good care of her! 
 
 
 
 

PS: Sonny, the calf from our first ever in-the-bai birth, is doing 
okay. His mother, Sake, disappeared from the population but he 
is doing very well on his own and still graces us with his visits 
(normally independent calves will emigrate from the population). 
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Mouche gained balance 

Ashley on her feet 

Alice  

Meg 

Mouche, a couple of days before... 

Sonny, waiting out the rain !!We will post a video of one of the births on our blog!! 


